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AlphaScreens: the might of momentum 
 
15 February 2021 
 
 
Rio Tinto has the confidence of analysts 
 

Momentum strategies show persistent outperformance. We run our Alpha momentum screen 
across three indices: FTSE All-Share, All Small, and Aim 

Comment by Alpha editor: 
 

● Buoyed by its iron ore operations, mining giant Rio Tinto (RIO) is expected to 
deliver year-on-year profit growth for 2020, although not by enough to pass our 
‘over 10 per cent forecast current year earnings growth’ test.  Analysts don’t 
appear bothered by any perceived over-reliance on iron, as the consensus 
forecast (going by our FactSet data) is for over a 30 per cent profit increase in 
the 2020-21 financial year.  Perhaps they are being too optimistic, as margins 
would be vulnerable to any fall in the iron ore price. Furthermore, new assets 
that will help the company get on the right side of the ESG boom will probably 
take longer than one year to come on stream, but investors will hope analysts’ 
confidence bodes well for the shares and  maintenance of the juicy dividend.  

 
 

● Chile-focussed miner Antofagasta (ANTO), fails the same two tests as Rio Tinto 
- the other one they both come up short against is one month share price 
momentum. Its FY forecast earnings growth for the current year is just 1.1 per 
cent (FactSet) but that’s followed the next year by a bumper 70 per cent growth 
forecast. Antofagasta did reasonably well in a period when copper prices were 
low, and clearly analysts are confident the company will cash in if  the renewable 
energy focus drives copper prices higher. 

 
 

● The same confidence is shown towards Kazakhstan-focussed Kaz Minerals 
(KAZ), which is another miner with a significant copper operation. It passes 
seven out of eight momentum tests, with the only one failed being the same 10 
per cent current year upgrade. In the following financial year, however, the 
consensus is for nearly 48 per cent higher profits compared to the current 
period. 



 

Great expectations 
The Alpha momentum screens apply the idea of momentum not only to share 

price performance, but also to expected profit growth. The screen looks for 

strong forecast earnings per share (EPS) growth, but more importantly it looks 

for an improving trend in broker expectations. Indeed, EPS forecast upgrades 

can be considered the screen’s primary focus. 

 

The Alpha momentum screen is conducted separately on constituents of the 

FTSE All-Share, FTSE All Small and FTSE Aim All-Share indices, with the results 

from each screen reported in separate tables. The screen looks for stocks 

displaying three characteristics, each of which are tested using a few different 

criteria. 

 

● Earnings upgrade momentum: earnings per share (EPS) upgrades over the past 

12 months of at least 10 per cent for both the current financial year and next 

financial year. 

● Earnings momentum: Forecast EPS growth of at least 10 per cent in the current 

financial year and next financial year. 

● Price momentum: Studies have found that the longer price momentum has 

persisted the more likely it is to be ‘stale’ and set to reverse. The Alpha momentum 

screen tests for strong share price performance over four different periods, which 

helps check price momentum remains fresh. 

 

 

Stock screen and methodology by Algy Hall 
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